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Barrier Sensor Based on Plastic Optical Fiber to
Determine the Wind Speed at a Wind Generator

Joseba Zubia, O. Aresti, Jon Arrúe, and M. López-Amo

Abstract—We have made use of the properties of plastic optical
fibers (POFs) to develop a sensor for determining the wind speed
in a wind generator. As POFs are easy to handle, flexible, econom-
ical, and immune to electromagnetic interference, we have utilized
them to design an inexpensive sensor that is not affected by storms,
which are one of the major problems in wind generators. Both the-
oretical and experimental results are presented. Specifically, we
study the dynamic characteristics of the sensor by taking into ac-
count the light reflections on a mobile surface and by using two
different theoretical approaches. The corresponding experimental
results corroborate the validity of such approaches.

Index Terms—Plastic optical fiber, POF, fiber sensor, wind speed
optical sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE FIELD of fiber optical sensors has developed rapidly
over the last years. Specifically, a wide variety of sen-

sors have been described to be able to measure parameters such
as concentration of solutions, temperature, pressure, flow and
rotation [1]–[4]. Nowadays, plastic optical fibers (POFs) have
evolved into a suitable medium for the implementation of sen-
sors, due to the good technical and economical characteristics
of such fibers [5]–[7].

In this paper, we report on the design of a POF-based bar-
rier sensor for determining the wind speed in a wind generator.
Several designs have been used for this purpose, which in most
cases are based on the response of an optocoupler to the light
signal obtained by intercepting an emitted light beam by means
of several tabs attached to the structure of the anemometer. How-
ever, the fact that the optocoupler works with electric signals
makes approaches of this type very sensitive to electric sparks.
This is an important disadvantage because wind generators are
generally installed at the tops of mountains, where sparks are
frequent. Specifically, their situation increases the probability of
sparks generating induced currents at the top of the wind gener-
ator, where the optocoupler is mounted. Although these currents
are weak, they frequently damage both the optocoupler and the
automaton connected to it. Therefore, such designs lack the nec-
essary electric isolation.
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Fig. 1. Wind turbine.

Fig. 2. Structure of the wind speed sensor. It consists of a pair of plastic
optical fibers, one emitting light at 660 nm and the other one collecting the
light reflected back by the reflective tabs of the hollow slotted cylinder attached
to the rotor’s vanes of the anemometer. When the wind blows at a speedv,
the rotor’s vanes move at the same speed as the reflective tabs of the slotted
cylinder. Only if the light from the emitting fiber is intercepted by a tab will
the light be reflected back.

To overcome this problem, we propose a new fiber optical
sensor that gives great electric isolation to the automaton, while
yielding an even better performance than conventional encoder
equipment. The proposed structure consists of a light emitting
POF, a receiving one and a hollow slotted cylinder attached to
the vanes of the anemometer’s rotor, whose partially reflective
tabs periodically intercept the cone of light emitted by the POF
(Figs. 1 and 2). In this way, the reflected power can be partially
collected by another POF, obtaining a train of light pulses that
occur every time a tab completes a full rotation. Specifically, we
analyze the influence of the sensor’s physical dimensions and
the POF’s characteristics on the performance of the sensor. We
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also study the sensor’s response time by analyzing the transient
variations in the received optical power.

With this design, we can measure wind speeds from 10 km/h
to 100 km/h. The chosen fibers were two 0.49 mm-diameter
PMMA POFs. This choice was due to economical and practical
reasons. On the one hand, POFs are cheaper and easier to handle
than glass fibers, so they are well suited to this kind of applica-
tion. On the other hand, their large core diameter allows greater
manufacture tolerances without worsening the sensor’s perfor-
mance.

The analysis of the wind sensor begins with a description of
its structure. Next, we explain the two methods employed for the
theoretical analysis, as well as the corresponding results. Then
we study the dynamic characteristics of the sensor by taking into
account that the reflections occur on a mobile surface. Finally,
we present the experimental results obtained.

II. STRUCTURE OF THESENSOR

The sensor employs two step-index PMMA POFs whose core
and cladding refractive indices are 1.492 and 1.417,
respectively. These fibers lie inside the mobile slotted cylinder
and they point in the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 2. In the
same figure, we have also represented two possible positions of
the cylinder’s tabs at instants1 and 2, for which the reflected
power changes from a maximum to zero.

For the emission and reception of light, we used a CON-
TRINEX LFK-3031-303 fiber optic emitter-receiver in order
not to have to mount two separate fibers. This type of emitter-re-
ceiver is suitable for our sensor application since it can work
in hard weather conditions. The emitter was a visible red LED
( 660 nm). The wind speedcan be related to the number
of received pulses per unit of time by means of the expression

, where is the cylinder’s radius (1.2 cm), is
the number of received pulses per unit time, andis the number
of the cylinder’s tabs ( 6).

III. M ODEL OF THESENSOR

The light emitted from one of the fibers is partly coupled into
the other one when it reflects on the cylinder’s tabs, as depicted
in Fig. 3. To analyze this situation we assumed both fibers to
have a core of radius “” and the reflecting surface to be planar.
The performance of the sensor is characterized by its “coupling
efficiency” , where the numerator and
denominator are the received and emitted powers, respectively.
This parameter depends on the distance between the fibers and
the reflecting surface. Thus, there is an optimum position of the
fibers for a maximum coupling efficiency. Fig. 3 also shows the
parameters chosen for the analysis of the sensor.

A. Ray Tracing Method

To calculate the coupling efficiency, we can use the
ray-tracing method by considering geometric light rays emitted
from a series of foci uniformly distributed at the output end of
the emission fiber [8]–[10]. Each ray has an associated power
that depends on the position of the emission point and on the
angular direction of the emitted ray. If we sum the powers of
all those rays that are coupled into the reception fiber, as well

Fig. 3. Parameters that characterize the sensor.L: distance from the fibers to
the reflecting surface;d: vertical distance between fibers ends;x: horizontal
distance between the fibers;a: radius of the core;�: inclination angle of the
reflecting surface;� : maximum acceptance angle;� : angle of incidence.

as the initial powers of all the rays, then we can calculate the
coupling efficiency. An upper limit to the number of rays for the
analysis to have physical meaning is the number of modes that
can propagate along a step index POF. This value is determined
by the waveguide parameter ,
where is the wavelength of the emitted light. Specifically,
the number of modes that can propagate in a highly multimode
step-index fiber, such as a POF, is given by /2 [10].
Since in our case, 660 nm and 0.49 mm, we need to
consider no more than 2 000 000 rays from a purely theoretical
point of view. However, we have already shown that the results
obtained with the ray tracing method converge rapidly, so it is
enough to consider only 100 000 rays [6], [7].

To a first approach, we assumed the reflectivity of the
cylinder’s tabs to be 1, although we also varied this parameter
from 0 to 1 in our computer simulations, arriving at the same
qualitative conclusions. The Fresnel reflection at the two
fiber-air interfaces is very approximately equal to that obtained
by considering normal incidence. Thus, the fraction of reflected
power at both fiber ends is 0.0389 [11].
To apply the ray tracing method, we also made use of the
radial distance and the angular position that define the
departure point of the ray in polar coordinates. In addition, we
utilized two more angular parameters to determine the ray’s
direction (Fig. 4), namely, the angle between the ray and the
symmetry axis of the fiber and the angle , which specifies
the azimuthal position of the reflection point. As shown in the
figure, is always smaller than the complementary critical
angle , because this is the condition for rays to be able to
propagate in the fiber [12].

For the simulation, we considered about 100 000 rays dis-
tributed in different manners. In particular, we simulated a uni-
form distribution, a random one, and a Lambertian-Gaussian
one, and we obtained the same results for the coupling efficiency
in all three cases [6]. In addition, POF coupling effects are very
important. Our POF’s length is 10 m, which is almost sufficient
for the modal equilibrium to be reached [12]. The simulation
variables were the distanceto the reflecting surface, the radius

of the POF, and the numerical aperture NA. The reflecting sur-
face was assumed to be planar and parallel to the fiber ends.

B. Purely Mathematical Method

We can also obtain the coupling efficiency by means of a dif-
ferent approach, as shown in Fig. 5. Since the reflecting surface
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Fig. 4. Parameters that characterize the ray paths.

Fig. 5. Geometry of the theoretical model.

behaves as a mirror, those rays initially propagating toward the
mirror image of the reception fiber’s end will be reflected in a di-
rection that leads to the real fiber’s end [13]. As a consequence,
the area where this mirror image and the base of the emission
cone intersect can be easily related to the coupling efficiency.
Specifically, the quotient between this area and the total area of
the base of the emission cone is equal to, provided that the
mirror is large enough to reflect all the necessary rays. Other-
wise, we would have to consider a smaller emission cone and the
response would depend on the exact position of the mirror at a

given instant, as we will explain when we analyze the transient
response. The procedure is explainedin extensoin Appendix I.

By calculating the intersection area, we find two solutions
for the coupling efficiency as a function of the adimensional
parameter , shown in (1) at the bottom of the page, whereis
given by .

IV. V ARIATION OF THE COUPLING EFFICIENCY WITH TIME

As the angle of aperture of the emitted light cone isand the
distance from the base to the vertex is 2, the radius of the base
is equal to the radius of the emission fiber plus the amount
2 . Therefore, the reception fiber will be completely il-
luminated when 2 2 , assuming that the horizontal
distance between the two fibers is zero and that all the rays that
are directed toward the mirror image of the reception fiber will
reflect on the mirror. However, this last condition is only ful-
filled during a short interval of time because of the movement
of the cylinder’s tabs. Therefore, there is a transient variation in
the fiber’s illuminated area when the reflecting tab enters and
exits the light cone. In our case, the rays that will reflect toward
the reception fiber are contained in a cylinder whose bases are
the end of the emission fiber and the end of the image of the
reception fiber. As the mirror crosses this imaginary cylinder at
a height , which is halfway between the two bases, a varying
portion of the cylinder’s horizontal section is covered. This sec-
tion is a circle of radius whose center is located on the imagi-
nary vertical line that is tangent to both fibers. This circle should
be completely covered by the mirror for the coupling efficiency
to be maximum. The instantaneous coupling efficiency begins
to have a value different from zero when the mirror just starts
to cover the cylinder’s circle. While the mirror does not cover
the full circle, we need to consider emission cones of narrower
aperture angles, which just touch the edge of the mirror. The
coupling efficiency is then calculated in a similar way to that
used for the maximum value, but now the radius and the center
of the base of the emission cone change with time. The result
obtained is shown in (2) at the bottom of the page.

Fig. 6 shows the coupling efficiency as a function of the adi-
mensional parameter, which is directly proportional to time.
As we expected, there are nonzero transition times between
the cases of maximum and minimum coupling efficiencies. The
transitions have been plotted in a larger scale than the rest of the
figure for a better visualization. We can see that longer response
times are obtained for greater values ofor, equivalently, for
longer distances between the fibers and the reflecting surface
and for smaller diameters.

V. INFLUENCE OF THESENSOR’SSTRUCTURE ON THE

MAXIMUM COUPLING EFFICIENCY

The results we present in Figs. 7–9 correspond to the model
used to implement our prototype, i.e., 0 (the

if

if
(1)
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Fig. 6. Variation of the coupling efficiency with time. PMMA POF,NA =
0:467; d = x = � = 0; � = 0.486 rad (purely mathematical method).

Fig. 7. Coupling efficiency against�; PMMA POF,NA = 0:467; d = x =
� = 0; � = 0.486 rad (purely mathematical method).

two fibers are touching each other, with no vertical displacement
between the fiber ends).

In Fig. 7, we have plotted versus . With the mathematical
model, we have obtained the same results as with the ray tracing
method, assuming a uniform power distribution. We can observe
that there is an optimum value offor which the power coupled
into the receiving fiber is maximum ( 0.76). The expressions
for the coupling efficiency can also be applied to the study of
the influence of the fiber diameter and the numerical aperture
(NA). These results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for a slightly
nonuniform power distribution.

For a fixed NA, an increase in the fiber radius shifts the max-
imum value toward longer distances, this effect being more sig-
nificant for small numerical apertures. This phenomenon is de-
picted in Fig. 8 for 0.2 8(a) and 0.4 8(b) and di-
ameters ranging between 0.25 mm and 1 mm. We can observe
that the results are very similar for 2 0.25 mm with NA

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Coupling efficiency as a function of the fiber radius. The first digit
indicates the values of the fiber diameter: 1= 0.25 mm, 2= 0.5 mm, 3= 0.75
mm and 4= 1 mm. The second digit stands for the NA: 2= 0.2, and 4= 0.4
(ray tracing method).

0.1 and for 2 0.5 mm with 0.2. The same happens for
2 0.5 mm with 0.1 and for 2 1 mm with NA
0.2. Such behavior is based on the scale transformation implicit
in the parameter . If the NA remains unchanged, the coupling
efficiency becomes flatter in the proximity of the maximum as
the fiber diameter increases.

To discuss the effect of the NA it is more convenient to ex-
press as . Fig. 9 shows the results
for 2 250 m 9(a) and 2 500 m 9(b), with numerical
apertures in the range between 0.1 to 0.5. As the NA grows, the
maximum value of the curve moves toward smaller distances.
We can see that the peaks ofoccur for shorter values of in
the case of small diameters and high numerical apertures. For
small values of the NA, the maximum of the curve spreads out,
which facilitates the sensor’s mechanical design because the in-
fluence of becomes less important. For high values of the NA,

where (2)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Coupling efficiency as a function of the NA. The first digit stands for
the fiber diameter: 1= 0.25 mm and 2= 0.5 mm. The second digit indicates the
values of the NA: 1= 0.1, 2= 0.2, 3= 0.3, 4= 0.4, and 5= 0.5 (ray tracing
method).

the deviations from the optimum are very critical, which in-
creases the probability of error in the mechanical design. As the
core radius increases, the distance for which the coupled power
is maximum increases as well. In all cases, the coupling effi-
ciency is around 8%.

In Fig. 6, we present the simulated results of the sensor’s re-
sponse corresponding to several fiber diameters and to a wind
speed of 1 turn per second at the anemometer. We can see that
the response time is longer for small-diameter fibers. There-
fore, fibers of larger diameters yield a better transient response.
Generalizing the result, shorter response times are obtained for
smaller values of or, equivalently, for shorter distances be-
tween the fibers and the reflecting surface or for larger diame-
ters.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 10 shows the experimental results as a function of the
distance between the fibers and the reflecting surface for two
different fiber diameters. The received powers were normalized
to the unity in both cases for the sake of comparison. Their be-
havior coincides with that of the simulations, although the sepa-
ration between the two maximums is greater than that predicted
in the simulations. The reason for this seems to be the small sep-

Fig. 10. Experimental results of the sensor’s response for different fiber
diameters.P means normalized received optical power.

Fig. 11. Coupling efficiency as a function of wavelength. PMMA POF, 2a =

0.49 mm,NA = 0.467.

aration between the fibers in practice, which was not taken into
account in our simulations (in Fig. 3, we took 0).

Fig. 11 shows the coupling efficiency as a function of the dis-
tance from the fibers to the mirror for two different wavelengths
(He–Ne at 632.8 and at 543 nm) when keeping the rest of the
parameters fixed. These wavelengths were chosen for their easy
availability in the market and wide use in industry (green and
red LEDs) and also because they correspond to the minimum
of attenuation of PMMA. It can be seen that for green light, the
response is more abrupt, which implies less manufacturing tol-
erance. Another inconvenience is that the maximum efficiency
occurs at smaller distances. For that reason, we chose a red LED
in our final design.

We can also note that Fig. 11 displays the same features as
Fig. 9. From the observation of both figures we find that the
behavior observed for green light can be due to an increase
in the POFs numerical aperture for that wavelength, i.e., the
POFs numerical aperture depends on the wavelength. The max-
imum coupling efficiency is located at 0.4 mm for the
green He–Ne laser and at 0.6 mm for the red one. This
implies that the numerical aperture for 543 nm should be 1.27
times greater than that for 632.8 nm (in both cases we have as-
sumed that the maximum occurs when 0.76, as it turns out
from the simulations and from the mathematical method). On
the other hand, the refractive index of PMMA varies from 1.5
at 450 nm to 1.49 at 700 nm, although this variation cannot ex-
plain the observed behavior. In addition, we do not know the dis-
persion of the cladding material. The discrepancy could also be
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Fig. 12. Experimental square wave obtained in the oscilloscope. PMMA,
NA = 0.467,� = 660 nm, 2a = 0.5 mm,L = 1.2 mm,v = 15 km/h, and
V = 20 V. The time corresponding to the complete horizontal axis is 0.12 s.

TABLE I
TECHNICAL DATA OF THE SPEEDSENSOR

caused by the increase in the number of modes for shorter wave-
lengths, which, in connection with the parameter V, is equiva-
lent to increasing the numerical aperture while maintaining the
same wavelength. In addition, a small variation of the input light
conditions at the entrance of the POF, such as a small tilt of the
lasers, could be partially responsible of the difference observed
for the two lasers. For example, a difference of 6in the output
light could explain the results. Anyway, we believe that all of
these factors together contribute to explain the results.

To improve the performance of the device we used a varia-
tion of our original design. In the new device we used one emis-
sion POF and six reception fibers. The structure consisted of
an emitting fiber located in the middle of the hexagon formed
by the six reception fibers (one at each vertex of the hexagon).
The experimental results, which are not shown here for the sake
of abbreviation, display a broadening in the efficiency curve at
longer lengths and a small shift of the maximum. In any case,
the results are too similar to those corresponding to a single pair
of fibers for the use of seven fibers, instead of two, to be worth.

Fig. 12 shows the experimental square wave received for a
wind speed of 15 km/h using a 0.5 mm core diameter PMMA
POF located at a distance 1.2 mm (to the right of the max-
imum) from the reflective tabs. As we can see, it is very simple

to distinguish between the periods of time during which a slot is
passing in front of the fibers and those during which a cylinder’s
tab is passing. The output voltage was 20 V, which is an easy
value to measure. Table I serves as a summary of the main char-
acteristics of our device. It is seen that the sensor can work at
any temperature in the range between25 and 70 C. Wind
speeds greater than 60 km/h do not need to be measured, because
the wind generator’s vanes stop at such speeds for safety rea-
sons. However, our sensor can work at much higher speeds (100
km/h). The required fiber length was 10 m, as this was the real
distance between the sensor and the generator’s automaton. The
coupling efficiency is generally low (5%), just a bit smaller
than the predicted one (8%), because the reflecting surface is
not an ideal mirror as it was assumed. This could be improved
by using polished reflecting surfaces. Anyway, a low coupling
efficiency can be compensated if necessary by means of high
sensitivity receptors.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have developed an optical POF-based sensor to determine
the wind speed in wind generators. We have found that a tradeoff
between a large fiber diameter (which relaxes the mechanical
design’s tolerances) and a small one (which reduces bending
losses in the box containing the anemometer) is required to op-
timize the sensor’s response. Our sensor is immune to the elec-
tromagnetic interference provoked in storms and it has a long
lifetime. It can work in a wide range of temperatures, and it can
be used to measure wind speed in the range between 10 and 100
km.

APPENDIX I

In this section, we will derive the expression for the coupling
efficiency . As a function of we can distinguish between two
cases for the calculus of the coupling efficiency, namely, 1
and 1.

A. 1

In this case 2 , where is the distance from
the fiber to the mirror, is the fiber core diameter, and is
the maximum angle of acceptance. The power reflected back to
the fiber can be calculated from the ratio of the light emitting
cone area and the fiber core area , i.e.,

(I.1)

where we have considered that the emitted power is uniformly
distributed.

B.

In this situation, only part of the fiber core is illuminated by
the reflected light. Fig. 13 represents this case. Therefore, the
coupling efficiency will be the intersection area of the light-
emitting cone, and the fiber core divided by the light emitting
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Fig. 13. Relationship between the light emitting cone’s radius and the
receiving fiber’s radius for the cases� � 1 and� � 1. x andx stand for the
coordinate of the intersection between the light emitting cone and thex axis
and that between the light-emitting cone and the receiving fiber, respectively.

cone area (of radius ). From the equations of these two cir-
cumferences

(I.2)

we can deduce the points and . The intersection area will
be

(I.3)

As before, the coupling efficiency will be calculated from the
ratio of this area to that of the emitting cone

(I.4)

This ratio leads immediately to expression 1. Following the
same procedure, (2) is easily obtained by taking into account
that in this case, the radius of the light emitting cone depends

on time (1 2 ), where , and is the speed of
the rotating reflecting surface.
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